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water   matters

Gardeners and do-it-yourself 

homeowners are looking for 

simple and reliable solutions to 

keep their gardens, and non-turf 

areas flourishing without

wasting water. DIG provides 

simple, easy to install watering 

solutions that help keep plants 

beautiful, producing more yields 

while gardeners happy!

We make everything from knowing what to purchase to how 

to install it — simple and user-friendly. 1



2watering   KITS

Need more help? Watch our easy-to-follow  

installation videos online at www.digcorp.com, or simply  

call a DIGPRO at 1-800-344-1172 for professional advice.

3

2
Get ideas on where to use drip irrigation by checking 

out our beautiful garden illustration - see page 6.

1
Find the part you need fast with our simple color 

coded and locator number system - see page 8.

Vision
DIG strives to create smart and environmentally sustainable irrigation solutions 

that conserve the earth’s precious resources for future generations.

Mission
DIG is defined by our commitment to our customers and to developing 

new  environmentally sustainable irrigation solutions. We strive to exceed 

customer  expectations by embracing continuous improvement throughout our 

organization  and our products.

www.digcorp.com 2
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Beyond  the  sale

Whatever you and your garden may need, we speak your language and we’re here to help! 

Everyone, from novices to 

seasoned gardeners, have 

questions and need advice. We 

go above and beyond to make 

gardening simple, fun and easy.

3
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Our simple color-coded system takes the guess work out of 

purchasing and assembling drip irrigation systems (see page 8). 

Simple color coded system

Call a DIGPRO for advice

Free planning guides

Installation videos

Social media support

Whatever you and your garden may need, we speak your language and we’re here to help! 

Our DIGPRO service is here to help even when the customer is in the 

store deciding on a purchase. These handy and knowledgable Pros also 

provide gardening tips and advice! 

For the do-it-all-by-yourselfers? Pick up one of our free instructional 

and planning guides so you can get started right. 

Simply go to our website to watch our easy to follow installation videos.

We stay connected with our customers on a daily basis. Read our blog, follow 

us on Facebook, see our gardening pins on Pinterest, and ask us questions 

live. Become part of our online water saving and garden community.

www.digcorp.com 4
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Grow  with  dig

Hills & slopes
Applying water to your plans only

where it is needed, DIG’s drip system 

slowly and directly waters plants’  

roots resulting in less water lost

to runoff, evaporation and wind.

Recommended product:  
1/2 in. pressure  
compensatingdripline 

With DIG, your landscaping possibilities are limitless!

Healthier vegetable 
gardens
DIG drip systems water target the root 

area helping to reducing pests and 

weed growth while increasing yields.

Recommended product:  
1/4 in. dripline 39

38

5
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6watering   KITSWith DIG, your landscaping possibilities are limitless!

Flourishing  
flower pots 
DIG’s foggers and misters are excellent 

solutions for distributing a fine atomized 

mist of water for maximum soil 

absorption—ideal for pots and  

hanging baskets.

Recommended product:  
Pot and basket mister 48

Creative spaces 
Flower beds and border plantings can 

often benefit from overhead watering. 

DIG’s micro sprays provide a slow 

application water which promotes 

plant health and sustainability. 

Recommended product:  
Micro sprays 45

Strong trees
A healthy root zone for your trees and

shrubs is essential to their growth and

stability. DIG’s drip system assists in 

establishing strong and healthy root 

zones by maintaining optimum soil 

moisture levels while saving water.

Recommended product:  
Multi-outlet drip manifolds 22

www.digcorp.com 6
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Easy  to   use   color   coded system

Water Connections 
Choose from a variety of connection methods, whether 

hose or pipe thread, to start a drip system. Also, easily 

convert existing irrigation systems to efficient water 

saving drip systems with our retrofit products.

water matters™     |     www.digcorp.com
At DIG, we’re all about simplicity! Use our coloring system to  

find what you need quickly & easily.

DIG simplifies the buying 

process using a clear,  

easy-to-read color coding 

system and descriptive 

categories on all box front 

labels as well as product bags. 

This merchandising system 

eases the confusion for the 

customer choosing products 

and their relative category.

7

Water Connections

Fittings & Tubing

Drippers

Micro Sprays  

Accessories

5 simple color coded categories: Locator numbers:

Used throughout our packaging 

and support materials such 

as our free Drip Guides and 

headers. Customers can quickly 

and easily reference the specific 

product they need without 

having to associate lengthy 

model numbers or descriptions.
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Fittings 
No glue or special tools required. Connect tubing in 

an easy and secure way using our complete line of 

compression and barbed fittings.

 

Drippers 
Precise, efficient and economical, DIG’s 

extensive line of drippers provide a variety 

of flow rates to deliver the correct amount 

of water exactly where you need it! 

Micro Sprays
Effectively conserve water and keep  

your landscape thriving with DIG’s low 

volume micro sprays and foggers.

watering   KITS
At DIG, we’re all about simplicity! Use our coloring system to  

find what you need quickly & easily.
www.digcorp.com 8

Accessories
Hose ends, tubing stakes, goof plugs,  

ball valves, clamps, and more – whatever 

accessories you need to customize your 

landscaping system, DIG has got you covered! 

Locator numbers:
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Sales  Aids  & MERCHANDISING

DIG inventory is easily organized! All centers come complete with full color header cards,  

planning and design manuals.

Every customer has unique 

landscaping and irrigation needs. 

DIG products and merchandising 

consists of smart signage and 

branding to help customers find 

what they need easily.  

DIG offers a variety of tools

to make selling easier by

complementing the irrigation

display with colorful and 

descriptive header cards, and

free drip how-to planning guides 

that assist both the

beginning and the more

experienced irrigation  

do-it-yourselfer.

9
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Drip Planning &  
Installation Guide
model DS20L

Provided free in every offering, DIG’s descriptive full color 
booklets cover all aspects of low volume irrigation from 
choosing the right product for the job, designing and installing 
a system, and recommended watering times for different types 
of plants. 

It contains a complete parts list, and a graph for plotting 
the layout of a yard and planning your irrigation system. 
This booklet will answer most consumers questions on drip 
irrigation, in an easy to read format which combines the 
technical data an experienced customer wants with simple 
descriptions the novice user needs. 

Color coded and using our locator number part listing assists 
customers in finding the exact component needed when 
shopping the assortment.

Header Cards
model 37-023 how to install header sign
model 37-024 parts & accessories header sign
model 37-025 project ideas header sign

DIG’s full color header cards depict the products both how 
to install and in-use. Beginning at a water source, they 
show customers what their own system will look like, and 
provide the help needed to choose the correct products for 
their projects.

1 2”

48”

DIG inventory is easily organized! All centers come complete with full color header cards,  

planning and design manuals.
www.digcorp.com 1 0
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Table   of   contents

Innovative, easy-to-install and affordable, DIG has every irrigation solution you need  

to create a beautiful, environmentally sustainable landscape. 1 1
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watering  timers

Our innovative line of watering timers takes the daily hassle out 

of watering so less time is spent watering and more time is spent 

enjoying the garden. No matter how simple or intricate the watering 

schedule requirements, DIG has the perfect timer to suit the needs of 

any landscape!

1 3
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Single Station  
Battery Operated Timers

watering  timers

The RBC series battery operated timers are your ideal 

solution for irrigation control when AC power is not 

available or when adding additional valves. Rugged, fully 

waterproof, and offering versatile programming options 

including weekly, cyclical and odd/even day watering 

the RBC series timers are the ideal choice for both drip 

or sprinkler systems. Additional programming options 

include 4 start times per day, watering durations from  

1 min. to 6 hours and a rain delay feature. 

Single Station  
Solar Powered Timers 

The ECO 1™ is a solar powered, easy-to-install irrigation

timer that doesn’t require any electrical wires or batteries 

to operate and its patented ambient light technology 

is so advanced that it doesn’t need direct sunlight. The 

ECO 1 uses SimpleSmart™  technology that automatically 

adjusts watering schedules monthly as seasons change 

to help eliminate over or under watering, ensuring a 

healthy landscape. Additional programming options 

include weekly, cyclical and odd/even day watering with 

up to 5 start times per day, watering durations from  

1 min. to 6 hours and a rain delay feature.

model description

ECO1 MVA Timer & manual valve actuator to 
automate manual anti-siphon valves 
(3/4 in. and 1 in.)

ECO1 ASV.075 Timer & 3/4 in. anti-siphon valve

ECO1 ILV.075 Timer & 3/4 in. high-flow in-line  
valve includes hose or pipe  
thread connection

model description 

RBC 6000 Timer & manual valve actuator to 
automate manual anti-siphon valves 
(3/4 in. and 1 in.)

RBC 7000 Timer & 3/4 in. high-flow in-line  
valve includes hose or pipe  
thread connection

RBC 8000 Timer & 3/4 in. anti-siphon valve

W
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watering  timers

The BO92A offers a simple 2-dial set-up to get up and 

running quickly and is ideal fordrip or sprinkler systems. 

It installs easily by attaching to any standard faucet for 

automatic watering. It offers up to 4 start times per day 

and a watering duration from 1 minute to 240 minutes.

2-Dial Hose End Timer

With an intuitive design providing added flexibility, the

DIG hose end, battery operated timer with LCD display

features an instant manual irrigation cycle via the 

controller along with a rain off feature to suspend 

irrigation. Durable and weather resistant, programming 

options include up to 4 start times per day with watering 

durations from 1 minute to 13 hours.

Digital Hose End Timer

model description

BO9D Hose end, digital watering timer with 
LCD display – clamshell

BO9DB Hose end, digital watering timer with 
LCD display – display box

model description

BO92A Hose end, 2 dial watering timer
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watering  timers

The worlds only solar-powered, hose thread watering 

that does not charge batteries or need direct sunlight to 

operate. Timer easily attaches to a standard faucet for 

automatic watering and offers versatile programming 

options that include weekly, cyclical and odd/even day 

watering ideal for both drip or sprinkler systems.

Solar Powered Hose End 

model description

EVO 100 Solar powered hose end  
watering timer 

Simple 2-dial programming set-up, this hose end timer 

is an ideal economical choice to automate a hose end 

irrigation system. Durable and easily attaches to any 

outdoor hose end connection.

Compact Hose End Timer

model description

C072A Hose end, 2 dial watering timer
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starter  KITS

Whether cultivating a vegetable garden, decorating a patio with 

flowery potted plants, maintaining hill shrubbery or simply keeping 

flowerbeds hydrated and healthy, DIG offers a complete watering kit to 

suit every need. Complete, adaptable and expandable, our watering kits 

are easy-to-install and make even the newest of gardening newbies 

feel like a pro! 

1 7
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Ultimate Drip & Micro
Sprayer Kit 

Our largest and most versatile kit that combines both 

drip and micro sprays to accommodate any landscape 

needs. Ideal for irrigating groundcover, shrubs, trees, 

flowers, roses, vegetable gardens, and vines. Covers up to 

700 sq. ft and is easily expandable.

Landscape Drip Watering Kit

This complete drip irrigation kit is perfect for first time 

users. Everything is included for irrigating groundcover, 

shrubs, trees, flowers, roses, vegetable gardens, and 

vines. This kit easily expands with DIG’s complete line of 

drip products to cover a larger area or as more plants are 

added. Covers up to 150 sq. ft. model GE200

includes:

pressure compensating drippers
black

spray jet assemblies
black

spray jet assemblies
blue

spray jet assemblies
red

1/2 in. poly tubing

1/4 in. micro tubing 

additional components:
1 backflow preventer, 1 pressure regulator, 1 swivel 
adapter with screen, 11 spike assemblies with 24 in. 
microtube and barbs, 1 coupling, 4 tees, 4 elbows,  
10 barbed tees, 12 barbed connectors, 30 tubing holder 
stakes, 10 goof plugs, 1 hole punch, and 4 hose ends

model G77AS

includes:

pressure compensating drippers
black

pressure compensating drippers 
green

pressure compensating drippers 
red

1/2 in. poly tubing

1/4 in. micro tubing

additional components: 
1 backflow preventer, 1 preset pressure regulator,  
1 swivel adapter with screen, 1 hose coupling, 3 tees,  
8 tubing stakes, 2 barb connectors, 1 ball valve,  
2 goof plugs, 1 hole punch, and 2 hose ends

1
GPH

20 x 

90°
PATTERN4 x

180°
PATTERN4 x

360° 
PATTERN3 x

1
GPH20 x

2
GPH

4
GPH2 x

200’ 
LENGTH

50’ 
LENGTH

50’ 
LENGTH

50’ 
LENGTH

2 x
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starter  KITS

Flower Bed Watering Kit 

This low-volume, water saving watering kit includes 

8 adjustable micro sprays that allows you to vary the 

distance and the flow rate of each micro spray providing 

an extremely flexible watering kit. Some of the many 

uses include watering flower borders, under garden bed 

canopies, groundcover, flower beds, and shrubs. Covers 

up to 160 sq. ft. and is easily expandable.

Garden Dripline Watering Kit 

The vegetable garden drip irrigation kit is a perfect 

choice for watering vegetable gardens or any row 

plantings. The kit includes 1/4 in. dripline with 

preinstalled emitters built into the tubing which allows 

for a quick and easy installation. Simply connect to a 

water source and layout your tubing, no installation 

of drippers is required. Covers up to 150 sq. ft. and is 

easily expandable.

model ML50

includes:

1/4 in. dripline

1/2 in. poly tubing

additional components: 
1 backflow preventer, 1 preset pressure regulator, 
1 swivel adapter with screen, 1 hose coupling,  
3 compression tees, 8 compression elbows,  15 barbed 
connectors, 10 goof plugs, 1 hole punch, 4 hose ends 
and 14 tubing holder stakes

 

model R750

includes:

micro sprayers 
black

 

micro sprayers 
blue

adjustable vortex sprayers

1/2 in. poly tubing

additional components:
1 backflow preventer, 1 preset pressure regulator,  
1 swivel adapter, 3 tees, 6 adjustable stakes, 6 poly 
risers, 8 lengths – 24 in. micro tubing with 1/4 in. barb 
assembly , 2 hose ends, 1 hole punch, 3 tubing holder 
stakes and 2 goof plugs

90°
PATTERN2 x

180°
PATTERN4 x

360°
PATTERN2 x

50’ 
LENGTH

50’ 
LENGTH

50’ 
LENGTH
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Patio Drip Watering Kit 

The perfect micro sprinkler system for watering 

flowerbeds, ground covers, and under fruit tree canopies. 

This kit is expandable by adding additional tubing, micro 

sprinklers and stakes. This kit contains all the parts 

needed to install a system from a faucet or a garden hose. 

Covers up to 250 sq. ft. and can expand easily.

For smaller applications such as patios and decks, the 

Patio Drip Watering Kit is the ideal choice. Everything 

is included to effectively water pots, planter boxes and 

containers and can be started from an outdoor faucet or 

garden hose. Covers up to 15 small to medium sized pots 

or baskets.

Micro Sprinkler Watering Kit 

model EF55AS

includes:

multi-head micro 
sprinklers 

multi-head jet sprayer on 
threaded barb

1/2 in. poly tubing

additional components:
1 backflow preventer, 1 preset pressure regulator, 1 swivel 
adapter with screen, 1 hose connector, 1 tee, 3 tubing holder 
stakes, 2 goof plugs, 1 hole punch, 2 hose ends

90° 
PATTERN5 x

360° 
PATTERN5 x

180°
PATTERN3 x

5 x STRIP 
PATTERN

90°
PATTERN3 x

180° 
PATTERN5 x

360°
PATTERN3 x

model FM01AS

includes:

pressure compensating drippers 
black

1/4 in. micro tubing

additional components: 
1 backflow preventer, 1 adapter with screen, 9 tees,  
2 barb connectors, 10 mounting clips, 10 tubing 
holder stakes and 2 ball valves

1
GPH10 x

50’ 
LENGTH

60’ 
LENGTH

STA
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starter  KITS

With container planting it is important to use a very 

slow application of water. This misting and drip 

irrigation kit is the perfect solution offering foggers 

that produce a fine mist for maximum soil absorbtion. 

Easily assembled and can attach to an existing 

sprinkler riser while still retaining full use of the 

sprinkler. Ideal for water pots, containers and shrubs 

near a patio or pool areas. 

Misting & Drip Irrigation Kit Drip & Soaker Tape  
Vegetable Watering Kit

This drip and soaker tape watering kit is ideal for use 

on rows of vegetables and fruits; such as blueberries, 

strawberries, cucumbers, melons, boysenberries, 

raspberries, and many more.

model MD50

includes:

foggers with barbed elbows

adjustable drippers on spikes

1/4 in. micro tubing

additional components: 
1 sprinkler riser adapter with barbed outlet, 2 spikes,  
6 barbed tees and 2 goof plugs

2
GPH2 x

0-14
GPH4 x

model ST100AS

includes:

drip and soaker tape

1/2 in. poly tubing

additional components:  
1 backflow preventer, 1 swivel pipe thread adapter 
with screen, 1 flow control, 1 swivel  adapter with 
screen, 1 drip and soaker tape connector, 5 drip and 
soaker tape reducers, 5 drip and soaker tape ends,  
1 end cap and 1 hole punch50’ 

LENGTH

100’ 
LENGTH
5’ 
LENGTH
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4-Outlet  
Drip Manifold Kit 

The 4-Outlet complete drip manifold kit easily converts 

an existing 1/2 in. sprinkler riser into a water saving four 

outlet drip irrigation system without altering the

flow of the existing watering zone. This set allows for 

flexibility whether incorporated into a new system or 

added onto an existing sprinkler system.

12-Outlet  
Drip Manifold Kit – 2 GPH 

The 12-Outlet Drip Manifold Kit is designed to convert an

existing 1/2 in. sprinkler riser into a twelve-outlet drip

irrigation system without altering or increasing the flow

of the sprinkler system zone. This kit offers flexibility to

incorporate into an existing sprinkler system, or as part

of a new system.

model A450

includes:

4-outlet drip manifold

1/4 in. micro tubing

additional components: 
barbed elbows and 4 stabilizer stakes

model PC12100

includes: 

12-outlet drip manifold

1/8 in. micro tubing

additional components:  
12 stakes, 8 plugs, 12 converter barbs and 12 bug plugs

model PC1202

includes: 

12-outlet drip manifold

additional components:  
12 converter barbs, 8 plugs, 12 bug plugs and 12 tubing 
holder stakes

50’ 
LENGTH 100’ 

LENGTH

6
GPH 2

GPH

2
GPH

STA
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starter  KITS

12-Outlet Drip Manifold Kit 
High Flow – 4 GPH  

The 12-Outlet High Flow Drip Manifold Kit is designed to 

convert an existing 1/2 in. sprinkler riser into a twelve-outlet 

drip irrigation system without altering or increasing the flow

of the sprinkler system zone. This kit offers flexibility to

incorporate into an existing sprinkler system, or as part

of a new system.

DIG’s AC 3/4 in. Drip Zone Head Assembly Kit automates

a drip irrigation zone, provides protection to the drip

emitters and micro sprinklers from particles that may

enter the system, and reduces or regulates the incoming

pressure to the appropriate operating pressure of  

25 PSI, which is the recommended operating pressure 

for a drip irrigation system. Easily connects to any 

existing AC timer. 

Automatic Valve Assembly
for Drip Systems 

model PC14100

includes: 

12-outlet drip manifold

1/8 in. micro tubing

additional components: 12 stakes, 8 plugs, 
12 converter barbs and 12 bug plugs

model PC1204

includes: 

12-outlet drip manifold

additional components: 12 stakes, 8 plugs, 
12 converter barbs and 12 bug plugs

model DM075

automatic valve assembly for drip system

additional components: 24 VAC in-line valve, 
155-mesh filter, 25 PSI preset pressure regulator and 
3/4 in. swivel poly tubing adapter

100’ 
LENGTH

4
GPH

4
GPH
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m ist  cooli ng  kits  

Even in the hottest days of summer, it’s easy to relax and enjoy the 

beauty of the outdoors thanks to our line of Ocean Breeze™ cooling kits. 

Delivering a pleasant, cooling mist that gently cools the surrounding air up 

to 20 degrees, Ocean Breeze™ kits are available in various sizes and is easy 

to set up. It’s perfect for pets, to take RV camping or to simply enjoy while 

sitting by the pool.

2 5
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Ocean Breeze™   
Small Misting Kit

Ocean Breeze™   
Large Misting Kit

mist  cooling  kits

BC140 Ocean Breeze™ Evaporative Mist Cooling System 

is ideal to cool the air around gazebos, patios, pools, 

campsites and gardens.

Ocean Breeze™ Evaporative Mist Cooling System is ideal 

for use around patios, pool sides, mobile homes, gazebos, 

and campsites. It is also beneficial in greenhouses, 

nurseries and outdoor work areas to cool the air and 

control dust.

M
IST CO

O
LIN

G
 K

IT
S

model BC140

includes:

misting nozzles

1/4 in. misting line

additional components: 1 faucet connector, 
1 screen, 15 “C” clamps, 1 line connector, 7 line tees  
and 1 line end

.8
GPH7 x model BC380

includes:

misting nozzles

3/8 in. misting line

additional components: 1 faucet connector with 
screen, 15 “C” clamps, 1 straight connector, 1 line end,  
1 hole punch

.8
GPH10 x

50’ 
LENGTH

50’ 
LENGTH
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m ist  cooli ng  kits  

Ocean Breeze™  
Small Pet Cooling Kit

Ocean Breeze™  
Large Pet Cooling Kit

Ocean Breeze™ Evaporative Mist Cooling System for 

domestic animals will keep your pets cool during the 

hottest days of summer. Ideal for use in kennels, runs, 

and cages.

Ocean Breeze™ Evaporative Mist Cooling System for 

farm animals provides a cooler, healthier environment 

for horses, cows, pigs and poultry. The fine mist will 

evaporate instantly leaving no standing water. Ideal 

for use in stables, corrals, barns, hog houses and 

chicken coops.
model PB550

includes:

misting nozzles

1/4 in. misting line

additional components: 1 faucet connector, 
1 screen, 15 “C” clamps, 1 line connector, 7 line tees  
and 1 line end

.8
GPH7 x model PB750

includes:

Ocean Breeze™ evaporative mist 
cooling system

misting nozzles

3/8 in. misting line

additional components: 1 faucet connector with 
screen, 15 “C” clamps, 1 straight connector, 1 line end 
and 1 hole punch 

.8
GPH10 x

50’ 
LENGTH

50’ 
LENGTH
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Ocean Breeze™  
Cooling Kit Accessories

Each Ocean Breeze kit is easily expanded using our 

full line of components and accessories. Made from 

high quality materials and offered in beige to blend 

into structures for a clean, aesthetic installation.

M
IST CO

O
LIN

G
 K

IT
S

model description

OB02 misting nozzles on barb

OB03 misting nozzles on barb

OB04 misting nozzles on thread   
purple insert

OB05 misting nozzles on thread

OB06 misting nozzles on thread

model description

OB07 poly tubing  
3/8 in. 

OB08 vinyl tubing 
1/4 in. 

OB09 “C” clamps  
1/4 in.

OB10 “C” clamps 
3/8 in.

OB11 adapter 
1/4 in. 

OB12 tees 
1/4 in.  

OB13 end closure 
1/4 in.

OB14 line connector 
1/4 in. 

OB15 adapter 
3/8 in. 

OB17 couple 
3/8 in. 

OB18 end closure 
3/8 in. 

OB19 filter

OB20 punch

OB21 tee 
3/8 in.

OB22 elbow 
3/8 in. 

50’ 
LENGTH

50’ 
LENGTH

.75
GPH

1
GPH

.5
GPH

.75
GPH

1
GPH
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Start out right! Keep plants healthy and happy and your system 

running smoothly. Our complete line of water connection methods  

and drip system components, including pressure regulators and filters, 

that will ensure your system will operate correctly and efficiently.

WATER CONNECTIONS

2 9
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The 3/4 in. backflow device is an economical way

to eliminate the risk of water contamination with dirt

or fertilizer back-flowing into the main water supply 

throughan outdoor faucet or spigot. A backflow 

preventer is highly recommended when installing a drip 

system and in many cases required as per local codes.

HEAD   assembly

Backflow Preventer 
  

W
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Pressure regulators are a key component when installing 

a any drip irrigation system. Their function is to reduce 

and regulate the incoming water pressure entering a 

drip irrigation system to the recommended operating 

pressure of 25 PSI. Using a pressure regulator will help 

to ensure the fittings and emission devices will operate 

correctly according to their listed specifications.

Pressure Regulators  

model description

D45 backflow preventer 
3/4 in. hose thread

model description

D46 pressure regulator  
3/4 in. hose thread 

D46P pressure regulator  
3/4 in. pipe thread 

D54 filter/pressure 
regulator – 3/4 in. pipe thread 
155 mesh 

HDPR-25 pressure regulator  
heavy duty – 3/4 in. pipe thread

PRV075 adjustable pressure regulator  
3/4 in. pipe thread  
adjustable from 28-60 PSI
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WATER CONNECTIONS

DIG’s screen filters are used to protect small water 

passages of drip emitters and micro sprays from

particles that may enter the irrigation system. The screen

filters provide reliable, low-maintenance filtration and 

helps to ensure a long life and trouble-free operation 

from emission devices.

Screen Filters  
 

Whether connecting to hose thread or pipe thread, DIG 

water connections and tubing adapters provide a secure, 

water-tight fit without the need for any glue or Teflon 

tape. Simple-to-use, professional grade and UV resistant.

Water Connections/ 
Adapters 

model description

D57A swivel screen filter 
3/4 in. hose thread – 155 mesh 

D55 screen filter 
3/4 in. pipe thread – 155 mesh

D56C screen filter 
1 in. pipe thread – 155 mesh

A201B filter & fertilizer applicator assembly  
155 mesh – 3/4 in. hose thread – 155 mesh

model description

D49 nipple 
3/4 in. hose to pipe thread

D52 Y hose splitter 
3/4 in. hose thread

C38 swivel compression tee 
3/4 in. hose thread x .700 OD

C34 swivel compression adapter 
3/4 in. hose thread x .700 OD

C37B micro tubing compression adapter 
3/4 in. hose thread x 1/4 in. micro tubing

50001 swivel compression adapter  
3/4 in. pipe thread x .700 OD

50007 swivel conversion adapter 
3/4 in. hose thread x 3/4 in. pipe thread  



3 2WATER  CO N N ECT I O NS

DIG’s retrofit systems are designed to easily convert any 

existing sprinkler orsprinkler riser to efficient, water 

saving drip irrigationsystems. These easy-to-install drip 

manifolds are designed to work in conjunction with 

existing sprinklers on the same watering zone allowing 

for maximum versatility.

Multi-Outlet  
Drip Manifolds 

W
AT

ER
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O
N

N
ECT
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N

S

12
GPH per outlet

6 
GPH per outlet

model description

A6 6 outlet drip manifold
1/2 in. pipe thread

AD6 6 outlet adjustable drip manifold
1/2 in. pipe thread

A4 4 outlet drip manifold
1/2 in. pipe thread

A4-12 4 outlet drip manifold
1/2 in. pipe thread

0-20 
GPH per outlet

6 
GPH per outlet

DIG’s sprinkler riser retrofits are designed to easily 

convert any existing sprinkler or sprinkler riser to 

efficient, water saving drip irrigation system. These 

retrofit connections and manifolds are designed to work 

in conjunction with existing sprinklers on the same 

watering zone allowing for maximum versatility.

Riser Retrofits
 

model description

R70 threaded riser adapter 
1/2 in. pipe thread  
with 10/32 in. thread

R67 micro tubing drip riser adapter 
1/2 in. pipe thread – 1/4 in. 

Q59 conversion elbow 
1/2 in. pipe thread  
x 3/4 in. hose thread
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Gardens come in all shapes and sizes and DIG’s complete line of 

compression and barbed fittings provide a quick and easy solution 

to assembling your system with out the need for special tools  

or glues.  

Strong, durable and flexible, our tubing and dripline is built to 

be resistant to the stresses of heat, UV rays and chemicals. Made 

from premium materials and setting the highest standard within 

the industry, DIG’s tubing is built and engineered to provide a long, 

trouble-free life. 

fittings & TUBING

3 3
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Constructed of molded UV resistant high-impact

plastic, DIG’s compression fittings provide a secure water 

tight fit without the need for glue or cement. Utilizing 

spin weld technology, the ABS bodies are assembled with 

a polycarbonate insert welded into place. With the many 

sizes of 1/2 in. poly tubing, DIG provides compression 

reducing couplings so that whatever size tubing is used 

you will be able to seamlessly integrate the system.

Compression Fittings 

model description

C30 1/2 in. compression adapter
.3/4 in. pipe thread x .700 OD              

C33 1/2 in. compression coupling
.700 OD 

C43 1/2 in. compression coupling
.710 OD 

C35 1/2 in. compression tee 
.700 OD 

C45 1/2 in. compression tee
.710 OD

C36 1/2 in. compression elbow 
.700 OD 

C44 swivel compression adapter 
3/4 in. hose thread – .710 OD

C46 1/2 in. compression elbow 
.710 OD 

C37B micro tubing compression adapter 
3/4 in. hose thread x 1/4 in. micro tubing 

C34 swivel compression adapter  
3/4 in. hose thread x .700 OD  

C38 swivel compression tee  
3/4 in. hose thread x .700 OD  

Q58 1/2 in. compression end cap 
.700 OD 

Q60 1/2 in. compression end cap 
.710 OD

Q70 1/2 in. compression end cap  
with flush valve – .700 OD  

D48 1/2 in. PVC compression coupling 
.700 OD 

D50G 1/2 in. compression reducing couplng 
.620 OD x .700 OD

D50B 1/2 in. compression reducing coupling 
.710 x .700 OD 
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fittings & TUBING

1/2 in. Barbed Fittings 
 

The brown 1/2 in. barbed drip fittings are used in the 

installation of DIG’s 1/2 in. pressure compensating 

dripline or poly tubing. The barbed insert fittings are 

used inserted into the tubing unlike the compression 

fittings which are installed over the tubing. Using a 

double barb and UV resistant high impact plastic these 

barb fittings provide a reliable watertight fit without  

using glue.

Universal Fittings 

DIG’s universal Nut Lock™ drip fittings are used 

to connect any 1/2 in. – 5/8 in. poly tubing and 

dripline with .620 OD to .710 OD. Used by both DIY 

homeowners and professionals, the universal nut lock™ 

drip fittings are made of high impact plastic, for long 

life without need for glue. 

model description

C53 1/2 in. universal nut lock™ coupling 
fits .620 – .710 OD tubing

C55 1/2 in. universal nut lock™ tee  
fits .620 – .710 OD tubing

C56 1/2 in. universal nut lock™ elbow
fits .620 – .710 OD tubing)

model description

CB73-15 1/2 in. barbed connector  
fits 1/2 in. dripline

CB75-10 1/2 in. barbed tee 
fits 1/2 in. dripline

CB76-10 1/2 in. barbed elbow  
fits 1/2 in. dripline
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Drip Soaker Tape Fittings 1/4 in. Barbed Fittings 
 

DIG’s drip soaker tape fittings have a large threaded 

sleeve which allows for easier tightening and 

installation while providing a secure water tight seal. 

DIG’s drip soaker tape fittings are made of high impact 

UV resistant plastic to last for many years and work 

exceptionally well with all major brands of drip tape.

DIG’s 1/4 in. barbed drip fittings are used in the 

installation of any brand of 1/4 in. micro tubing, 1/4 in. 

dripline, and 1/4 in. soaker hose. Made of UV resistant, 

high impact plastic and have the industries largest inside 

diameter for maximum flow rate capability and lower 

head loss for greater installation flexibility.

model description

H80 1/4 in. barbed connector

H82 1/4 in. barbed tee

H84 1/4 in. barbed elbow

D5010 self-piercing 1/4 in. insert connector  
for 1/2 in. tubing

model description

ST11B drip soaker tape coupling

ST12B drip soaker tape end closure

ST13B drip soaker tape reducer

ST14 drip soaker tape swivel adapter 
x 3/4 in. hose thread

ST15 drip soaker tape swivel adapter 
1/2 in. compression
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Poly Tubing 

Using only the most pure, non-blended materials, DIG’s 

poly tubing is manufactured without compromise and to 

the highest standard. The result is a flexible, professional 

grade tubing that will exceed expectations whether 

installed above or below grade. 

2’ 1/2” 
LENGTH

50’ 
LENGTH

100’ 
LENGTH

200’  
LENGTH

500’  
LENGTH

1,000’ 
LENGTH

100’  
LENGTH

500’  
LENGTH

50’  
LENGTH

100’  
LENGTH

500’  
LENGTH

.700
OD

.710
OD

.710
OD

1000’  
LENGTH

500’  
LENGTH

fittings & TUBING

model description

B30-2 1/2 in. poly tubing  
repair section

B35 1/2 in. poly tubing  

B36 1/2 in. poly tubing  

B39 1/2 in. poly tubing  

B37 1/2 in. poly tubing  

B40 3/4 in. poly tubing 

B43 1/2 in. poly tubing  

TS100 1/4 in. poly micro tubing 
subsitutes for blue stripe tubing 

TS500 1/2 in. poly micro tubing 
subsitutes for blue stripe tubing 

B38P 1/4 in. poly micro tubing

B38100P 1/4 in. poly micro tubing 

B38500P 1/4 in. poly micro tubing 

B381000P 1/4 in. poly micro tubing 

.700
OD

.700
OD

.700
OD

.700
OD

.700
OD

.940
OD
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DIG’s micro tubing is made of high-quality, UV resistant 

vinyl. It is softer and more flexible than poly based micro 

tubing, providing ease of use for owners. Manufactured 

with the highest quality in mind, the vinyl tubing is 

protected from thermal degradation for a long life.

Vinyl Micro Tubing  

model description

B34 1/8 in. vinyl micro tubing  
black

B38 1/4 in. vinyl micro tubing  
black

B38100 1/4 in. vinyl micro tubing  
brown

B38100B 1/4 in. vinyl micro tubing  
black

B38500 1/4 in. vinyl micro tubing  
black

50’ 
LENGTH

50’ 
LENGTH

100’  
LENGTH

model description

B30-2 1/2 in. poly tubing  
repair section

B35 1/2 in. poly tubing  

B36 1/2 in. poly tubing  

B39 1/2 in. poly tubing  

B37 1/2 in. poly tubing  

B40 3/4 in. poly tubing 

B43 1/2 in. poly tubing  

TS100 1/4 in. poly micro tubing 
subsitutes for blue stripe tubing 

TS500 1/2 in. poly micro tubing 
subsitutes for blue stripe tubing 

B38P 1/4 in. poly micro tubing

B38100P 1/4 in. poly micro tubing 

B38500P 1/4 in. poly micro tubing 

B381000P 1/4 in. poly micro tubing 

18”
SPACING

1
GPH

1/2 in. Pressure 
Compensating Dripline  

Sophisticated cylindrical 1 GPH drippers are pre-inserted 

at 18 in. spacing intervals within the tubing. Dripline 

provides one of the easiest drip irrigation installs, simply 

layout the tubing and connect to your water source. Each 

dripper is pressure compensating to provide a consistent 

flow throughout the length of the line.

model description

B18100 1/2 in. pressure 
compensating 
dripline  
brown

100’ 
LENGTH

fittings & TUBING

100’  
LENGTH

500’  
LENGTH
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Porous soaker hose provides full saturation along the 

length of the line and can be used in short lengths for 

watering planter boxes, looped or circled around trees,  

or used for narrow plantings and vegetable gardens. 

Porous Soaker Hose  

model description

PSH50 porous soaker hose 
black

Available with multiple spacing intervals, DIG’s  

1/4 in. dripline provides a quick and simple solution for 

installing a drip system. Designed for fast installation 

and ease of use, each cylindrical dripper is pre-inserted 

and has two holes to help prevent clogging. 

1/4 in. Dripline
 

model description

SH50 1/4 in. dripline  
black

SH112 1/4 in. dripline  
black

SH109 1/4 in. dripline  
black

SHB106 1/4 in. dripline  
brown

SHB109 1/4 in. dripline  
brown

SHB112 1/4 in. dripline  
brown

.5
GPH

.5
GPH

.5
GPH

.5
GPH

12”
SPACING

9”
SPACING

9”
SPACING

12”
SPACING

50’ 
LENGTH

100’ 
LENGTH

100’ 
LENGTH

100’ 
LENGTH

.5
GPH

6”
SPACING

100’ 
LENGTH

.5
GPH

12”
SPACING

100’ 
LENGTH

50’
LENGTH

fittings & TUBING
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Drip soaker tape is a flat, thin walled hose containing

pre-spaced drip emitters that expands when the system 

is turned on and pressurized with water. In-line drip 

emitters, welded into to the drip soaker tape every  

12 in. during the extrusion process, allowing for 

complete saturation coverage along the line. Ideal for 

drip irrigation of vegetable gardens and row crops. 

Drip Soaker Tape  

model description

ST100R drip soaker tape  

ST500 drip soaker tape  

.6
GPH

12”
SPACING

100’ 
LENGTH

.6
GPH

12”
SPACING

500’ 
LENGTH
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For precision watering that minimizes waste and maximizes efficiency, 

our complete line of emitters allows you to steadily deliver water 

where your plants need it most—at the roots! Simply choose the 

amount of water delivered by selecting one of the many flow rates 

offered in our extensive line of drippers.

drippers

41



42DRIPPERS

Pressure compensating or flow regulated drippers 

continuously adjust to varying water pressures, ensuring 

a constant flow rate from each drip emitter, regardless 

of water pressure fluctuations or varying elevations 

along the line making it the most accurate and trouble 

free dripper.

Pressure Compensating 
Drippers 

Adjustable Flow Drippers
      

0-14
GPH

180° 
PATTERN

0-14
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

Easily adjust the top flow dial from 0-14 GPH and the 

radius of the wetting pattern to accommodate plants 

as they grow without needing to change or add more 

drippers. The adjustable dial can also be removed to 

flush and clean the dripper.

0-14
GPH

180° 
PATTERN

4
GPH

1
GPH

2
GPH

model description

B221 pressure compensating dripper 
black

B222 pressure compensating dripper 
green

B224 pressure compensating dripper 
red

B301 pressure compensating dripper 
on spike  
black

B302 pressure compensating dripper 
on spike 
green

model description

BO5B adjustable dripper

BA1B adjustable dripper 
on spike

B10C adjustable dripper 

BA5C adjustable dripper 
on spike

AD5 adjustable dripper 
on 1/2 in. pipe thread

BT5B adjustable dripper 
on 10/32 thread

1
GPH

2
GPH

0-14
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

D
R

IP
P

ER
S

0-14
GPH

360°
PATTERN

0-14
GPH

360° 
PATTERN



model description

FN1A flag dripper 
black

FN2A flag dripper 
green

FN4A flag dripper 
red

water matters™     |     www.digcorp.com4 3

drippers

Flag Drippers Button Drippers

A reliable and economical dripper that uses a labyrinth 

water flow path, which creates an even flow rate from 

each dripper. They have large water passages to help 

prevent clogging and are available with various  

flow rates.

 .5
GPH

Flag drippers have a unique style that includes a side 

outlet extension for attaching micro tubing. They can 

be twisted apart and opened for easy cleaning and for

flushing the line.

1
GPH

2
GPH

4
GPH

model description

W2205 button dripper 
brown

W221 button dripper 
black

W222 button dripper 
green

1
GPH

2
GPH
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Used with 1/4 in. micro tubing, in-line drip emitters allow

for multiple emitters to be placed in-line with minimum

spacing intervals of 6 in. and up. Ideal for row plantings

or to be coiled around the base of a plant or tree.

In-line Drippers 

model description

WL0510B in-line dripper 
red

WL110B in-line dripper 
black

Bubblers provide a gentle, 360 degree umbrella pattern 

that can be adjusted from small to large diameter along 

with the flow rate of 0-30 GPH by rotating the cap. The 

adjustable cap can also be removed for flushing the line.  

Adjustable Bubbler

model description

BUS5B adjustable bubbler 
on spike

360° 
PATTERN

0-30
GPH

.5
GPH

1
GPH

D
R
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P
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DIG provides a wide range of spray jets, micro sprinklers, and foggers all 

designed to provide a low-volume, water saving alternative to traditional 

sprinklers. These products provide a much slower application of water 

over typical sprinklers which allow for maximum soil absorption, helping 

to eliminate runoff and increase plant health. Whatever the landscape or 

garden application we can cover it.

MICRO  sprays &  FOGGERS

4 5



model description

110-1B spray jet  
assembly on spike 
blue/black

111-1B spray jet  
assembly on spike 
blue/blue

112-1B spray jet  
assembly on spike 
blue/red

113-1B spray jet  
assembly on spike 
blue/black

12090 pop up spray jet  
12 in. assembly 
blue/black

12180 pop up spray jet  
12 in. assembly 
blue/blue

12360 pop up spray jet  
12 in. assembly 
blue/red

210-1B spray jet with 
adjustable flow spike 
blue/blue

211-1B spray jet with  
adjustable flow spike 
black/blue

model description

110B spray jet  
threaded barb 
blue/black

111B spray jet  
threaded barb 
blue/blue

112B spray jet 
threaded barb 
blue/red

4 6

With no moving parts and a water saving design, Spray 

Jets provide an accurate low volume watering solution. 

Available as the spray heads alone or completely 

assembled on a stake, pop-up or adjustable flow spike. 

Ideal for larger, wide areas such as flowerbeds, ground 

cover and shrubs. 
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Spray Jets

micro  sprAYS

13
GPH

360°
PATTERN

14
GPH

8’ 
DISTANCE

STRIP 
PATTERN

13
GPH

90° 
PATTERN

13
GPH

180° 
PATTERN

13
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

0-13
GPH

90° 
PATTERN

0-13
GPH

180° 
PATTERN

13
GPH

90° 
PATTERN

13
GPH

180° 
PATTERN

8’
DISTANCE

13
GPH

90° 
PATTERN

13
GPH

180° 
PATTERN

13
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

7’
DISTANCE

9’ 
DISTANCE

8’
DISTANCE

7’
DISTANCE

9’
DISTANCE

8’
DISTANCE

7’
DISTANCE

9’
DISTANCE

0-7’ 
DISTANCE

0-8’ 
DISTANCE



model description

109-1B fan spray jet 
assembly on spike 
blue 

108-1B fan spray jet 
assembly on spike 
green

107-1B fan spray jet  
assembly on spike 
red

model description

309B adjustable jet   
on 10/32 in. thread

308B adjustable spray jet  
on 10/32 in. thread

300B adjustable spray jet   
on 10/32 in. thread

309-1B adjustable spray jet 
assembly on spike

308-1B adjustable spray jet 
assembly on spike

300-1B adjustable spray jet 
assembly on spike

water matters™     |     www.digcorp.com47

MICRO  sprays &  FOGGERS

DIG’s fan spray jet come as a complete assembly with a 

rigid 12 in. PE riser, barb and 13 in. spike, no assembly 

necessary. Offering reduced susceptibility to clogging 

and ideal for areas where low flow overhead irrigation is 

desired or for areas where drip emitters or conventional 

sprinkler systems are not practical.

Fan Spray Jets
 

Adjustable spray jets allow for the adjustment of 

distance, coverage and flow. Available as the spray 

heads alone or completely assembled on a stake. ideal 

for where low flow overhead irrigation is desired or 

where drip emitters or conventional sprinkler systems 

are not practical.

Adjustable Spray Jets  

8
GPH

90° 
PATTERN

21
GPH

180°
PATTERN

40
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

0-26 
GPH

90° 
PATTERN

0-26
GPH

180°
PATTERN

0-26
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

0-26 
GPH

90° 
PATTERN

0-26
GPH

180° 
PATTERN

0-26
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

0-9’ 
DISTANCE

0-10’ 
DISTANCE

0-10’ 
DISTANCE

0-9’
DISTANCE

4’
DISTANCE

0-10’
DISTANCE

6’
DISTANCE

0-10’
DISTANCE

5’ 
DISTANCE



model description

7750BB fogger mister 
on 1/4 in. threaded barb

7790BB pot and basket mister 
with stake

7795BB mister on  
1/4 in. barbed elbow

8810BB fogger/mister on  
10/32 in. thread

8825BB fogger  
on barb 

7760F mister  
with memory-flex™ tubing 
on a 1/4 in. barb

   

0-20
GPH

4 8

Creates a 360 degree inverted umbrella spray pattern.

Easily adjust the flow rate from 0-20 GPH and the radius 

of the wetting area up to 6 ft. Mounted on a 6 in. stake 

and includes a barbed connector for a quick installation.

Adjustable Vortex Sprayer  
 

Misters & Foggers 

Vortex technology breaks water into micro-sized 

droplets, spinning them into a fine, atomized mist which 

allows for maximum soil absorption. Ideal for pots and 

hanging baskets, can also be used to create a cooling 

effect and increase humidity in dry, arid regions.

360° 
PATTERN

2
GPH

0.8
GPH

0.8
GPH

2
GPH

5-7
GPH

360°
PATTERN

360°
PATTERN

360° 
PATTERN

360°
PATTERN

360°
PATTERN

model description

410B adjustable vortex  
sprayer on spike2-3’ 

DISTANCE

0-6’ 
DISTANCE

   

2
GPH

micro  sprAYS
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MICRO  sprays &  FOGGERS

With a 160° degree coverage, the spray stick is a 

versatile, water-saving option which is ideal for trees and 

large containers. Flow can be stopped by inverting the 

spray stick and using the opposite end to plug the end of 

the micro tubing for when moving plants. Includes 24 in. 

of micro tubing and barbed connector for a  

quick installation.

Spray Stick  
 

7
GPH

160° 
PATTERN

model description

9802-2 spray stick 
assembly with 24 in.  
of 1/8 in. micro tubing

model description

9950BB multi-head  
jet sprayer 
on 1/4 in. threaded barb 

Multi-head Jet Sprayer  

Versatile and simple to use with the 1/4 in. threaded 

barb that helps to prevent cogging and can be installed 

in 1/2 in. poly tubing or 1/4 in. micro tubing. Provides 

360 degree coverage with included snap on 90 and  

180 degree heads with a maximum distance of 8.5 ft. 

10
GPH

90° 
PATTERN

4-8’ 
DISTANCE

10
GPH

180° 
PATTERN

4-8’ 
DISTANCE

10
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

4-8’ 
DISTANCE



model description

861-1B micro compact 
micro sprinkler  
assembly on spike 

961P-1B adjustable coverage 
micro sprinkler 
on spike

507-1B flow regulated 
micro sprinkler  
assembly on spike

8824-1B mini sprinkler  
assembly on spike

5 0micro  sprAYS

model description

8855-1GB multi-head 
micro sprinkler  
on spike 

Multi-purpose micro sprinkler includes for 

interchangeable heads 360, 180, 90 degree and strip 

spray. Simply install the appropriate head for the ideal 

landscape application. Comes completely assembled 

with 24 in. micro tubing and barbed connector mounted 

on a 13 in. spike. Our most versatile micro sprinkler and 

the perfect choice for watering flowerbeds,

groundcovers, vegetable gardens and under canopies.

Multi-head  
Micro Sprinkler  

18
GPH

90° 
PATTERN

18
GPH

180° 
PATTERN

18
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

18
GPH

STRIP 
PATTERN

5-13’ 
DISTANCE

5-13’ 
DISTANCE

5-13’ 
DISTANCE

5-13’ 
DISTANCE

Low-volume, water saving micro sprinklers provide a 

much slower application of water than typical sprinklers 

and popups. Easy to use and install with no digging 

or gluing required, micro sprinklers can be easily 

combined with drip emitters and dripline within the 

same watering zone. Choose from a wide selection of 

distance and flow rates.

Micro Sprinklers 

32
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

40
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

7
GPH

360° 
PATTERN

14’ 
DISTANCE

8’ 
DISTANCE

360° 
PATTERN

7’ 
DISTANCE

22
GPH

20’ 
DISTANCE
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Accessories

Easily set up and customize drip and micro sprinkler irrigation systems 

with our full line of accessories. Choose from tubing stakes, shut-off 

valves, punches and much more.

5 1
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Shut-off valves offer a watertight seal and a large

handle for easy manual control. They are made with

high-impact that is UV resistant for long lasting 

durability. Installation is secure and easy, without glue 

or clamps, and are available to fit both 1/2 in. tubing 

and 1/4 in. tubing.

Accessories

Shut-off Valves

Durable and UV resistant the PVC compression insert 

glues into the slip side of any 1/2 in. PVC fitting and is 

used to connect 1/2 in. poly tubing or dripline with  

.700 OD to 1/2 in. PVC pipe. 

 

PVC Compression Insert 

model description

D32B 1/2 in. in-line barbed shut off valve

TP9B 3/4 in. ball valve x 1/2 in. barb shut  
off valve

D33A 1/4 in. in-line shut off valve

model description

C31B 1/2 in. compression insert 
for 1/2 in. PVC – .700 OD

A
C

C
ESSO

R
IES
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Accessories

Tubing “C” Clamps
 

Secures and supports 1/4 in. or 1/2 in. micro tubing to a 

wood post or structure.  

model description

D47B tubing “C” clamp 
1/2 in. – with nail

D474B micro tubing “C” clamp  
1/4 in. – with nail

For use with any DIG micro spray heads. Each spike is 

durable and UV resistant for a long life in the landscape.

 

Spikes

model description

R63 universal spike assembly

R66 ray spike

R68 spike assembly 
adjustable flow on 1/4 in. barb
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Tubing Stakes 

Secure poly tubing, micro tubing or dripline in place with 

DIG’s durable, UV resistant tubing stakes. Constructed with 

high-impact plastic, stakes are secure and easy to install.

Rigid polyethylene riser assembly allows you to raise 

any DIG micro sprayer above the ground. The FNPT riser 

assembly can be used to retrofit any 1/2 in. FNPT outlet 

while the riser with barbed connector is for use directly 

into the poly tubing.

PE Risers 

model description

R60-10 tubing stake 
1/2 in. – black

R64B heavy duty tubing stake 
1/2 in. – brown

P33B micro tubing stake 
1/4 in.

P31B heavy duty micro tubing stake 
1/4 in.

R62B heavy duty tubing stake 
1/2 in.

R61B galvanized tubing stake 
1/2 in.

P32B galvanized micro tubing stake  
1/4 in.

P35B micro tubing stabilizer stake 
1/4 in.

model description

R73 PE riser adapter
1/2 in. pipe thread

P34B 6 in. PE riser
assembled with a 1/4 in. barbed connector
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Accessories

Drip System Flag Indicator 

Drip irrigation systems can not be seen functioning 

from a distance. The flag indicator provides a visual

indication of when a system is pressurized and 

running as it extends, exposing its bright red cap. 

Includes 12 in. of micro tubing and barbed connector 

for a quick installation.

Hose End & Goof Plugs 

DIG’s hose ends close off the end of 1/2 in. poly tubing 

and dripline but still allow for periodic flushing of the 

line, keeping the system running optimally. 

Goof plugs are used to plug holes in the main line 

when changing or moving drippers or micro sprays. 

They are also used to close the end of the end of  

1/4 in. dripline.
model description

DPFI-8 drip system flag indicator model description

G79B goof plugs

F68B figure “8” hose end closure
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Easily installs barbed connectors into 1/2 in. poly tubing. 

Durable construction, paired with its ergonomic,

easy-to-hold handle, provides comfort and reliability to 

do-it-yourselfers everywhere.

Barb Insertion Tool 

DIG’s hole punches are used to puncture holes when

installing drippers and micro sprinklers and barbed 

connectors into 1/2 in. poly tubing. Available in two 

models; a simple punch and a pro punch with an easy 

grip handle ideal for large installations.

Punches

model description

D44 hole punch

16-035R pro hole punch

model description

16-066R barb insertion tool  
for 1/4 in. micro tubing

A
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A complete assortment of drippers and micro sprinklers 
in a minimum of space. 

Low Volume Watering Center 
model DC454 

4 '

54”

DIG inventory is easily organized! All centers come complete with full color header cards,  

planning and design manuals.
5 7

merchandizing

DS20L drip planning & installation guide 100 10

FM01AS patio drip watering kit 10 20

BO9D hose end, digital watering timer with LCD display 4 14

D46 pressure regulator – 3/4 in. hose thread 24 30

D46P pressure regulator – 3/4 in. pipe thread 24 30

D45 backflow preventer – 3/4 in. hose thread 24 30

C53 1/2  in. compression coupling – .700 OD 18 35

C36 1/2 in. compression elbow – .700 OD 24 34

H80A 1/4 in. barbed connector 24 36

H82A 1/4 in. barbed tee 24 36

Q58 1/2 in. compression end cap – .700 OD 24 34

B221B pressure compensating dripper – I GPH 24 42

B222B pressure compensating dripper – 2 GPH 24 42

B224B pressure compensating dripper – 4 GPH 24 42

B10B adjustable dripper – 0-14 GPH – 360° 24 42

BA1B adjustable dripper on spike – 0-14 GPH – 360° 24 42

8855-1GB multi-head micro sprinkler on spike – 18 GPH  
90° – 5-13 ft. distance

12 50

9950BB multi-head jet sprayer on 1/4 in. threaded barb  
10 GPH – 90°, 180°, 360° & strip 24 49

7750BB fogger mister on 1/4 in. threaded barb – 5-7 GPH – 360° 24 48

D44 hole punch 24 56

G79B goof plugs 24 55

P33B micro tubing stake – 1/4 in. 24 54

R60 tubing stake – 1/2 in. – black 48 54

D32B 1/2 in. in-line barbed shut off valve 12 52

D33A 1/4 in. in-line shut off valve 24 52

R66 ray spike 24 53

AD6 6 outlet adj. drip manifold – 1/2 in. pipe thread 12 32

SH50 1/4 in. dripline – black – .5 GPH – 12 in. spacing – 50 ft. 10 39

B38 1/4 in. vinyl micro tubing – black – 50 ft. 18 38

B35 1/2 in. poly tubing – .700 OD – 50 ft. 6 37

B36 1/2 in. poly tubing – .700 OD – 100 ft. 5 37

G77AS landscape drip watering kit 6 18

 model  description   qty          page        

Drip and Micro Sprinkler Watering Centers consist of products chosen from our proven 
best sellers list. The items were selected to assist customers with choosing the right 
products for all of their watering needs in easy to find plan-o-grams. Available in a 
variety of sizes to make the most of valuable isle space.



5 8watering   KITS

8 '

72"

Our mid-sized, comprehensive offering with better 
timers, retrofit kits and a complete drip and micro 
spray assortment.

Drip & Micro Sprinkler 
Watering Center
model DC896

5 8www.digcorp.com

C35 1/2 in. compression tee – .700 OD 24 34

C36 1/2 in. compression elbow – .700 OD 24 36

D48 1/2 in. PVC compression coupling 1 34

H80A 1/4 in. barbed connector 24 36

H80B 1/4 in. barbed connector 24 36

Q58 1/2 in. compression end cap – .700 OD 24 36

C53 1/2 in. universal nut lock™  coupling – 
.620 - .710 OD tubing 18 35

B221B pressure compensating dripper – I GPH 24 42

W221B button dripper – 1 GPH 24 43

W222B button dripper – 2 GPH 24 43

B224B pressure compensating dripper – 4 GPH 10 42

B222B presssure compensating dripper – 2 GPH 10 42

B10B adjustable dripper – 0-14 GPH – 360° 24 42

BA1B adjustable dripper on spike – 0-14 GPH – 360° 24 42

8855-1GB multi-head micro sprinkler on spike – 18 GPH – 90° 
5-13 ft. distance

12 50

9950BB multi-head jet sprayer on 1/4 in. threaded barb  
10 GPH – 90°, 180°, 360° & strip 24 49

7750BB fogger mister on 1/4 in. threaded barb –  
5-7 GPH – 360° 24 48

300-1B adjustable spray jet – assembly on spike –  
0-26 GPH – 360° 15 47

308-1B adjustable spray jet – assembly on spike –  
0-26 GPH – 360° 15 47

309-1B adjustable spray jet – assembly on spike –  
0-26 GPH – 360° 15 47

8825BB fogger on barb – 0.8 – 0.8 GPH – 360° 24 48

16-035R pro hole punch 6 56

D44 hole punch 24 56

F68B figure ‘8’ hose end closure 24 55

G79B goof plugs 24 55

P33B micro tubing stabilizer stake - 1/4 in. 24 54

R60 tubing stake – 1/2 in. – black 48 54

Q59 conversion elbow –  
1/2 in. pipe thread x 3/4 in. hose thread 24 32

D32B 1/2 in. in-line barbed shut off valve 12 52

D33A shut-off valves 24 52

R66 ray spike 24 53

D49 nipple – 3/4 in. hose to pipe thread 24 31

R67 micro tubing drip riser adaper - 1/2 in. pipe thread 
- 1/4 in. 24 32

B38 1/4 in. vinyl micro tubing – black – 50 ft. 12 38

SH50 1/4 in. dripline – black – .5 GPH  
12 in. spacing – 50 ft. 10 39

B35 1/2 in. poly tubing – .700 OD – 50 ft. 6 37

B36 1/2 in. poly tubing – .700 OD – 100 ft. 5 37

B18100 1/2 in. PC dripline – brown – 1 GPH 
18 in. spacing – 100 ft. 5 38

 model  description  qty         page 

 model  description  qty         page 
BO9D hose end, digital watering timer with LCD display 1 15

RBC 6000 timer & MVA to automate manual ASV (3/4 in. & 1 in.) 1 14

RBC 7000 timer & 3/4 in. high-flow in-line valve 1 14

RBC 8000 timer & 3/4 in. anti-siphen valve 1 14

D46 pressure regulator – 3/4 in. hose thread 1 30

D46P pressure regulator – 3/4 in. pipe thread 1 30

D49 nipple – 3/4 in. hose to pipe thread 1 31

D45 backflow preventer – 3/4 in. hose thread 1 30

D57A swivel screen filter - 3/4 in. hose thread 1 31

FM01AS patio drip watering kit 1 20

PC14100 12-outlet drip manifold kit high flow - 4 GPH 1 23

G77AS landscape drip watering kit 6 18

ML50 garden dripline watering kit 6 19

C33 1/2 in. compression coupling – .700 OD 24 34

C34 swivel compression adapter –  
3/4 in. hose thread x .700 OD 24 34



DIG inventory is easily organized! All centers come complete with full color header cards,  

planning and design manuals.

Complete low-volume and retrofit center that offers a wide selection of drip and micro sprinkler 
components along with the starter kits and timers.

Low Volume & Retrofit Center
model DC8144

12'

72”

5 9
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DIG inventory is easily organized! All centers come complete with full color header cards,  

planning and design manuals.
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 model       description           qty    page 

B224B pressure compensating dripper – 4 GPH 24 42

B10B adjustable dripper – 0-14 GPH – 360° 24 42

BA1B adjustable dripper on spike – 0-14 GPH – 360° 24 42

BA10B adjustable dripper on spike – 0-14 GPH – 360° 18 42

8855-1GB multi-head micro sprinkler on spike – 18 GPH – 90° 
5-13 ft. distance

12 50

7750BB fogger mister on 1/4 in. threaded barb – 5-7 GPH – 360° 24 48

110-1B spray jet assembly on spike – 13 GPH – 90° 15 46

110B spray jet – threaded barb –13 GPH – 90° 24 46

111-1B spray jet – assembly on spike – 13 GPH – 180° 15 46

111B spray jet – threaded barb – 13 GPH – 180° 24 46

112-1B spray jet – assembly on spike – 13 GPH – 360° 15 46

112B spray jet – threaded barb – 13 GPH – 360° 24 46

300-1B adjustable spray jet – assembly on spike – 0-26 GPH – 360° 15 47

308-1B adjustable spray jet – assembly on spike – 0-26 GPH – 180° 15 47

309-1B adjustable spray jet – assembly on spike – 0-26 GPH – 90° 15 47

8825BB fogger on barb – 0.8 GPH – 360° 24 48

C31B 1/2 in. compression insert for 1/2 in. PVC – .700 OD 24 52

D44 hole punch 24 56

16-035R pro hole punch 6 56

D474B micro tubing “C” clamp – 1/4 in. – with nail 24 53

F68B figure “8” hose end closure 24 55

G79B goof plugs 24 55

P33B micro tubing stake – 1/4 in. 24 54

P34B poly riser – 6 in. with 1/4 in. barb 24 54

R60 tubing stake – 1/2 in. – black 48 54

DPFI-8 drip system flag indicator 12 55

D32B 1/2 in. in-line barbed shut off valve 12 52

D33A 1/4 in. in-line shut off valve 24 52

R66 ray spike 24 53

P35B micro tubing stabilizer stake – 1/4 in. 24 54

AD6 6 outlet adj. drip manifold – 1/2 in. pipe thread 12 32

A4 4 outlet drip manifold – 1/2 in. pipe thread 24 32

R67 micro tubing drip riser adapter – 1/2 in. pipe thread – 1/4 in. 24 32

SH50 1/4 in. dripline – black – .5 GPH – 12 in. spacing – 50 ft. 10 39

B38100 1/4 in. vinyl micro tubing – brown – 100 ft. 12 38

SHB106 1/4 in. dripline – brown – .5 GPH – 6 in. spacing – 100 ft.   10 39

B38 1/4 in. vinyl micro tubing – black – 50 ft. 12 38

B38500 1/4 in. vinyl micro tubing – black – 500 ft. 6 38

B35 1/2 in. poly tubing – .700 OD – 50 ft. 6 37

B18100 1/2 in. PC dripline – brown – 1 GPH – 18 in. spacing – 100 ft. 5 38

B36 1/2 in. poly tubing – .700 OD – 100 ft. 5 37

B37 1/2 in. poly tubing – .700 OD – 500 ft. 1 37

 model       description          qty     page     

DS02L drip planning & installation guide 100 10

BO9D hose end, digital watering timer with LCD display 4 15

BO92A hose end, 2 dial watering timer 4 15

RBC 7000 timer & 3/4 in. high-flow in-line valve 4 14

RBC 8000 timer & 3/4 in. anti-siphen valve 4 14

FM01AS patio drip watering kit 10 20

BC380 Ocean Breeze large misting kit 6 26

ML50 garden dripline watering kit 6 19

G77AS landscape drip watering kit 6 18

EF55AS micro sprinkler watering kit 6 20

GE200 ultimate drip & micro sprayer kit 1 18

D55 screen filter – 3/4 in. pipe thread – 155 mesh 3 31

D46 pressure regulator – 3/4 in. hose thread 24 30

D46P pressure regulator – 3/4 in. pipe thread 24 30

50007 swivel conversion adapter – 3/4 in. hose thread x pipe thread 24 31

D49 nipple – 3/4 in. hose to pipe thread 24 31

D45 backflow preventer – 3/4 in. hose thread 24 30

D55 screen filter – 3/4 in. pipe thread – 155 mesh 3 31

D50G 1/2 in. compression reducing coupling – .620 OD x .700 OD 24 34

C33 1/2 in. compression coupling – .700 OD 24 34

C34 swivel compression adapter – 3/4 in. hose thread x .700 OD 24 34

C45 1/2 in. compression tee – .710 OD 24 34

C36 1/2 in. compression elbow – .700 OD 24 34

C35 1/2 in. compression tee – .700 OD 24 34

C55 1/2 in. universal nut lock™ tee – fits .620 – .710 OD tubing 35

H80A 1/4 in. barbed connector 24 36

H80B 1/4 in. barbed connector 24 36

H82A 1/4 in. barbed tee 24 36

H82B 1/4 in. barbed tee 24 36

Q58 1/2 in. compression end cap – .700 OD 24 34

50001 swivel compression adapter – 3/4 in. pipe thread x .700 OD 24 31
C53 1/2 in. universal nut lock™  coupling – .620 – .710 OD tubing 18 35
B221B pressure compensating dripper – I GPH 24 42

W221A button dripper – 1 GPH 24 43

W221B button dripper – 1 GPH 12 43

B222B Pressure compensating dripper – 2 GPH 24 42

FN1B flag dripper – 1 GPH 24 43

FN2B flag dripper – 2 GPH 24 43

W222A button dripper – 2 GPH 24 43

W222B button dripper – 2 GPH 12 43
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